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Security best practices 
for enhancing the retail 
customer experience
Considerations decision makers 
face as they evolve their digital 
innovation journey.



Introduction

Consumer shopping habits have shifted to digital, with more 
customers browsing and purchasing online and from mobile devices, 
navigating social media ads and interacting with retailers from 
multiple touchpoints. In response, retailers are developing and 
releasing web and mobile applications to enhance the shopping 
experience and to build their digital storefronts. 

For customers in retail, cyber security is getting more complex as 
digital innovation and the need to provide omnichannel shopping 
experiences drive the need for network transformation. As new 
threats emerge, protecting geographically distributed sites and 
securing customer and mission-critical data is challenging. At the 
same time, remote workers and affiliated suppliers must also work 
securely and efficiently. 

The trend of retail digitization has led to an explosion of customer 
data across a global landscape, multiple touchpoints, wireless 
networks and mobile devices. Customer information has become 
a prime target for hackers to steal personal and financial data.  
Collecting and analyzing data to create more personalized 
experiences in retail has become an industry ripe for cyber crime.

Three key challenges emerge as retail companies focus on 
securing their digital transformation journey.  



Challenges in securing your 
retail transformation journey

Lack of IT  
security expertise

Outdated multi-vendor 
point products cannot offer 
centralized visibility, creating 
tedious manual tasks for 
resource-constrained IT staff 
with insufficient time to focus on 
strategic initiatives.

Increased complexity

Network architectures span 
private, multi-cloud, edge 
computing and geographically 
distributed sites, leading to 
vulnerabilities and complexity. 
More devices connect from the 
network to the web, increasing 
security risk. 

Keeping up with regulatory 
requirements and high 
volumes of customer data 

Card payments and high 
volumes of customer data are 
prime targets for cybercriminals 
and open new avenues of risk. 
Customers access information 
using multiple touchpoints; 
each creating potential entry 
points that hackers can exploit. 
Compliance requirements 
include PCI, GDPR, CCPA, SOX 
and more.  



Lack of IT security expertise

The lack of qualified cybersecurity professionals put many retail companies in a challenging situation as 
they strive to transform digitally, accommodate hybrid working conditions for corporate retail workers and 
maintain a strong security posture. Worldwide, 80% of organizations suffered one or more breaches that 
they could attribute to a lack of cybersecurity skills and/or awareness.¹

Situation 
Retailers turn to technology to deliver an 
omnichannel experience, launch new web 
applications and use analytics to aid in more 
informed decisions. While the retail IT landscape 
is transforming digitally, the threat landscape 
continues to expand even further.

Situation 
The shift to a flexible work environment is being 
embraced by many retail companies, with Target 
permanently adopting a hybrid model for its 8,500 
corporate employees.4 Retailers often maintain 
multiple systems and a hybrid IT environment 
to support remote work and WFA, which can 
overwhelm security teams.

¹ “Fortinet 2022 Cybersecurity Skills Gap Global Research Report,” Fortinet, 2022.
² “The Security Implications of Application Proliferation,” eWeek, October 28, 2021.
³ “Top 5 Findings from the Global 2022 Cybersecurity Skills Gap Report,” Fortinet, April 27, 2022.
4 “Target goes hybrid for good, won’t require workers in Twin Cities offices,” Star Tribune, April 19, 2022.
5 “Data Breach Investigations Report,” Verizon, 2022.

Risk 
Forty-six percent of organizations list lack of 
skilled personnel as a barrier to securing their web 
applications.² The cybersecurity skills shortage 
impacts business growth. In fact, the global 
cybersecurity workforce needs to grow 65% to 
defend organizations’ critical assets effectively.³

Risk 
WFA and hybrid work models create security 
vulnerabilities because employees are outside 
their physical network perimeter. At the same time, 
unintentional actions by employees can increase 
security risks. The 2022 Verizon Data Breach 
Investigations Report (DBIR) states that 82% of 
breaches involved a human element.5

IT and security teams scramble to launch strategic digital initiatives while keeping their 
business secure. 

Remote work and Work From Anywhere (WFA) typically use multiple solutions that create 
significant amounts of IT overhead.
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https://www.startribune.com/target-goes-hybrid-for-good-wont-require-workers-in-twin-cities-offices/600166026/
https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/reports/report-2022-skills-gap-survey.pdf?utm_source=pr&utm_campaign=report-2022-skills-gap-survey
https://www.eweek.com/security/the-security-implications-of-application-proliferation/
https://www.fortinet.com/blog/industry-trends/global-cybersecurity-skills-gap-report-findings
https://www.startribune.com/target-goes-hybrid-for-good-wont-require-workers-in-twin-cities-offices/600166026/
https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/2022/dbir/2022-data-breach-investigations-report-dbir.pdf
https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/2022/dbir/2022-data-breach-investigations-report-dbir.pdf
https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/2022/dbir/2022-data-breach-investigations-report-dbir.pdf


Increased network complexity

6 “Cloud Security Report,” Cybersecurity Insiders and Fortinet, 2022.
7 “Data Breach Investigations Report,” Verizon, 2022.
8 “For Retail and Hospitality, Fortified Cyber Security Measures Are More Critical Than Ever Before,” Rethink Retail, April 27, 2022.
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As the need to provide “Always On” customer experiences drive network transformation, retail 
cybersecurity is essential—but also more complex. 

Situation 
The quest for agility has significantly changed 
the modern retailer’s technology landscape, with 
network architectures now spanning private, hybrid 
and multi-cloud. According to the 2022 Fortinet 
Cloud Security Report, 95% of organizations are 
moderately to extremely concerned about their 
security posture in a public cloud environment.6 

Situation 
The proliferation of web, mobile and wireless 
applications and devices enables loyalty programs 
to strengthen customer relationships and 
meet customer demands. IoT devices perform 
myriad tasks—automating checkouts, facility 
management and inventory visibility to improve 
operational efficiencies.

Risk  
From a cybersecurity perspective, the network 
perimeter is now harder to define. Because 
network edges are everywhere, many retailers end 
up with heterogeneous technologies with different 
management platforms that create vulnerabilities. 
The potential for significant cyber attacks looms 
and the top attacks against retailers are stolen 
credentials, phishing and ransomware.7

Risk 
While web applications enhance the 
shopping experience, they are a top target for 
cybercriminals.8 These applications and devices 
use Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), 
which are entry points to critical information. APIs 
are often inherently insecure, making retailers more 
vulnerable to data breaches or losses.

A modern retail ecosystem expands the attack surface.

Web applications, mobile applications, 5G/LTE and IoT devices tempt threat actors.

https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/analyst-reports/report-2022-cloud-security.pdf
https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/2022/dbir/2022-data-breach-investigations-report-dbir.pdf
https://www.rethink.industries/article/for-retail-and-hospitality-fortified-cyber-security-measures-are-critical/
https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/analyst-reports/report-2022-cloud-security.pdf
https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/analyst-reports/report-2022-cloud-security.pdf


Keeping up with regulatory 
requirements and high volumes 
of customer data 

9 “For Retail and Hospitality, Fortified Cyber Security Measures Are More Critical Than Ever Before,” Rethink Retail, April 27, 2022.
10 “Understanding the Impact of New Retail Technology,” Fortinet, May 11, 2021.
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Customers expect a seamless experience, from product discovery and availability to checkout and 
delivery across all channels—each touchpoint opening the door to a cyber attack. Retailers have 
access to sensitive data about their customers and are targets for sophisticated cyber criminals. 
In 2021, there were 725 confirmed data breaches in retail alone, and this will continue to rise as the 
number of threat actors grow.9

Situation 
Retailers who engage throughout the customer 
lifecycle can better anticipate their needs and 
improve customer retention. With 5G, retailers can 
add more store sensors, integrate social media, 
provide connectivity for in-store shoppers and 
other data to deliver valuable customer insights 
that improve the customer experience. 

Situation 
The PCI Standards Security Council (PCI SSC) 
recently published the latest update to the  
PCI Data Security Standard (PCI DSS).

Risk  
New security vulnerabilities emerge as retailers 
prioritize enhancements to the digital shopping 
experience.10 System breaches can compromise 
retailers’ customer information and expose their 
personal and payment data as attackers steal 
credit card numbers, names and addresses.

Risk  
Retailers have additional pressure to conform 
to new PCI DSS v4.0 requirements. Within two 
years, retailers must transition from PCI DSS 
3.2.1 to PCI v4.0.

Omnichannel improves engagement while increasing the exposure 
of customer information.

New PCI DSS requirements are on the horizon.

https://www.rethink.industries/article/for-retail-and-hospitality-fortified-cyber-security-measures-are-critical/
https://www.fortinet.com/blog/ciso-collective/understanding-the-impact-of-new-retail-technology
https://blog.pcisecuritystandards.org/pci-dss-v4-0-a-conversation-with-the-council


Retail cybersecurity 
best practices    
There are many considerations decision makers face as they evolve 
their digital innovation projects. From remote workers, mobile 
devices, to cloud applications, 4G/LTE and 5G wireless networks—
security can never be an afterthought. Adhering to the following best 
practices will equip retailers to improve their security posture,  
reduce complexity and improve automation while mitigating  
potential cyber risks.

1. A platform approach with broad, integrated and automated
security for networks, applications, cloud services and connected
devices and benefit from centralized visibility and management
through a single-pane-of-glass and one operating system.

2. Convergence of security and network to reduce complexity and
accelerate responsiveness and effectiveness to security threats
while ensuring the network is not impacted.

3. Integrated features such as SD-WAN, network access control
(NAC) and numerous out-of-box integrations are provided at no
additional cost, for lower TCO and ease of adoption.

4. Address internal resource constraints by engaging Verizon,
a managed security service provider (MSSP) with expertise
in design, engineering, implementation support, proactive
management and fault isolation. MSSPs free your internal IT
resources, enabling them to focus on business innovation and
strategic technology initiatives.



Case Study: Large retail 
services firm

Business challenge

• Secure networking at branch 
sites without technical staff 
on site

• High uptime and the need to 
secure customer data 

• Need for a scalable solution 
that can grow business 

Solution

• Verizon’s Software Defined 
Secure Branch with Fortinet 
provided simple, low-touch 
provisioning without the 
need for on-site IT staff

• Wireless backup, as well as 
Managed Network Service 
SLAs from Verizon helped 
reduce the risk of downtime

Outcomes

• Improved production 
efficiency using multiple 
network connections and 
SD-WAN policies

• Reduced the risk of 
downtime through network 
and CPE redundancy and 
optional Verizon Business 
Internet backup services

• Decreased complexity with 
an integrated solution and 
central controller



Case Study: A group of 
U.S. retail grocery stores

Business challenge

• The organization had 
grown due to several 
acquisitions and needed to 
standardize and update its IT 
infrastructure

• Wanted a common retail IT 
stack along with the ability to 
upgrade to SD-WAN

• A strong firewall was 
required to handle high-
bandwidth applications and 
provide room for growth

Solution

• Next Generation Firewalls 
and Verizon bandwidth 
upgrades for thousands of 
retail locations

Outcomes

• Fortinet firewalls provided 
a built-in SD-WAN feature 
with competitive pricing and 
better performance than 
other options



A perfect blend 
of computing 
technologies, 
networking,  
and security 
Verizon and Fortinet have partnered to solve some of the most difficult 
technology challenges facing retailers today by creating solutions that 
deliver networking and security together, without added complexity. 
Modern retailers can adapt to change and disruption by using 
technology as an enabler to grow their business, consolidate vendors 
and reduce costs. 

Additionally, the Fortinet Security Fabric provides broad, integrated and 
automated visibility and security, enabling IT teams to build agile and 
secure infrastructure while protecting networks, applications, cloud 
services and connected devices. At the same time, Verizon‘s Software 
Defined Secure Branch and high-bandwidth connections help retailers 
improve customer experiences and operational efficiencies.

Retailers should also consider solutions that enhance resiliency and 
protect the "always-on customer experience" by leveraging secure 5G/
LTE connectivity.

Positive business outcomes depend on retailers delivering consistent 
networking, security and computing performance—connecting any user, 
from any location, on any device, using any access methodology, with 
high levels of security and privacy. This means networking, security and 
cloud solutions must work together as a cohesive platform or become a 
bottleneck to the business.



Reimagine the retail 
experience
Find out how to tap Verizon and Fortinet solutions to help you 
modernize your retail operations, improve customer experiences and 
accelerate digital transformation journeys.   

Learn how Verizon and Fortinet can help secure and 
accelerate your retail business.
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